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Please note: Picture Composition is to be done in the Creative Writing Notebook (if you 

have bought one with the bookset) or on A4 sized ruled sheets. 

Ex. Picture composition 

 

 

 

 

Dear Children 

You have revised the concept of Nouns (Number) in Part I AND II of this sheet. 

Lets’s now practise some language skills to strengthen the concept learnt. 

 

 

Write a paragraph based on this picture in about 80-100 words. Do 

remember to give a title to this paragraph. Shade the singular nouns used 

with RED and the plural nouns with BLUE coloured pencils. Record your 

singular and plural nouns in the chart given below: 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q.1 Complete the crossword with the plurals of the clues given below: 

(Note: Hints for the crossword are not to be written in the notebook, only the crossword 

needs to be solved and drawn.) 

 

Singular Noun Plural Noun 
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                              WEEK   II (Day 1: 27.04.2020) 

Kindly Note: 

The daily work given under this segment needs to be done in the Vocabulary Notebook (a 

part of the bookset) else in the LIFESKILLS DIARY made by the students. The students can 

divide the LIFESKILLS DIARY into two parts and utilize the second part as Vocabulary 

Notebook. 

  WORDLY WISE  
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The words are: 

1. convince 

2. frequent 

3. ecstatic 

4. crucial 

5. significant  

 

 

 

Let’s have some fun with MS Word (ALIGNMENTS) 

a. Open MS Word  

b. Write the heading WORDLY WISE. Use Font: ALGERIAN and SIZE: 16. Click on the   

      Center Alignment button. 

c. Now click on the BULLETS AND NUMBERS BUTTON and start typing the words and     

     its synonym. 

d. When you are done, save the document and exit MS Word. 

 

 

COMPUTER ACTIVITY  

The following words are introduced this week. You are expected to find the 
meaning using a dictionary and find another word for it which is similar in 
meaning(synonyms). 

 

Hint----  
       
       frequent-  
 meaning--happening often 
  synonym--recurring or repeated 

 

 

Bullets & 

Numbers 

Center 

Alignment 


